accommodation and the environment is suitable, who would temporarily accommodate convalescent neurasthenics. These people command our sympathy, though we must not show it. They insist on viewing themselves in the wrong perspective, and their mental vision is distorted. They see but a partial aspect of their own case. Even healthy people are apt to look at things from a purely personal point of view. Groups of thought run along the line of least resistance, and every repetition makes the trodden path more passable. In the neurasthenic these to some extent become automatic and are reproduced with but a trifling stimulus. The neurasthenic conjures up memory pictures so persistentlv that the repetition becomes a habit.
Cases of psychic neuroses, of which we now see so many, would be reduced in number, and their character would be less severe, if it were appreciated that the fundamental and underlying cause in all cases is psychic in origin. We have all heard of the young ladies who complain of their complete inability to take ordinary walking exercise and who genuinely believe it, but who admit to dancing many hours of the night, sometimes two or three nights in the week.
Men do not suffer in the same way as animals. The human race -adds to its physical pain evil forebodings and a vague dread of future permanent incapacity. Many men invalided out of the Service are unconsciously haunted by an apprehension of re-conscription, which, although it dominates them, is scarcely recognized as fear. They are ignorant of the fact that without an Act of Parliament nothing of the kind is possible.
I believe this pre-occupation of our patients-often unknown to usis directly connected with retarded recovery, and is in some cases the starting point of obsessions which are so intractable to treatment.
Major BLACK, C.A.M.C. (Command Depot, Heaton Park, near Manchester) .
In the remarks I propose to make, it would be a guide to me could I know whether those present possess general knowledge as to the nature, the origin and the modes of treatment at a Command Depot, The PRESIDENT: I think that but few people possess this knowledge. Major BLACK: In that case, if I were to put into a few sentences what a Command Depot is, it might explain much that has already been so excellently said.
I have been fortunate enough to see the first stage of our cases in France, that is, last year, and the second stage in the hospitals all over the'kingdom during part of this year, and now it has been my good fortune to reach the third stage of the cases. The least interesting stage, 1 am sorry to say, is in our hospitals in France, because there we get the men straight from the trenches, covered with mud, and inside three weeks we say " Good-bye " to them, and we never know whether our results have been good or whether they'have been bad, or what the subsequent history has been. In the hospitals in England we have the opportunity of seeing the results in a vast number of interesting cases. But of those cases about which you have had such extremely interesting information from those who have spoken before me, you do not see the conclusion, for now they go to that admirable institution, a Command Depot. A Command Depot is a place to which soldiers from the hospitals of the kingdom are sent when they have reached a certain stage; for example when their wounds are sufficiently healed, and they are then able to lead the life of a soldier in a hutted camp, and they require certain definite treatment, together with appropriate outdoor exercises. I have visited other Command Depots but I am personally concerned with that at Heaton Park, which is 41 miles to the north of Manchester. The arrangements there will give you an idea as to what treatment can be applied, as. to the class of cases which go there, and as to what cases should be sent there and what not. We have there an admirable Mechano-therapeutic Department. The ingenious appliances which exist there were instituted by my predecessor, Major Tait McKenzie, who has now returned to the United States. Captain Barclay assisted him in that work. Of somne of those you have heard this evening. They consist of mechanical appliances to deal with practically every condition, whether affecting joints or muscles or any other part of the body resulting from injuries received in this War. We have, of course, an Electrotherapeutic Department, and you have heard details of the applianc'es used in it; ours do not differ materially from those used in other places except perhaps in their being more extensive. The mechanical appliances of which you have heard, which are in use in the Canadian Special Hospital, are very similar to those we possess. We also have a Hydro-therapeutic Department; you have -heard something this evening about hydro-therapeutics and it is with regard to the results we have obtained there from one special method that I wish to lay some facts before you. We also tmploy massage, and it will interest you to know that I, personally, have found the blind soldiers who have been trained as masseurs absolutely efficient and satisfactory. That I take to be due to two facts: first, that magnificent sense of touch which the blind in every case develop sooner or later; and secondly, and more essential still, what seems to exercise a considerable influence on the patient-and you have heard the psychological aspect described by the previous speaker-the blind masseur concentrates his whole mind on what he is doing, and it is obvious to the patient that he is doing so. One can watch this mental effect, which is a very material one. I prefer a blind masseur. Now when we come to a meeting like this I think we all come with the hope that I myself entertained when I came this evening, that someone will not only tell us something we do not know, but also something which will be useful to us in our own work. I shall try in the course of my remarks to suggest one or two points from my experience in this War, which I trust may be of some little use to those of you who are kind enough to listen to me.
First of all as to the kind of cases which are taken into a Command Depot. The list is so long that it would save your time and prevent my wearying you, were I just to tell you the kinds of cases which should not be sent to those depots. The cases which ought not to be taken in there are cases that require special treatment other than that to be mentioned. For instance, what is the good of sending to us, as some of my professional brethren persist in doing, cases of perforated drums with a purulent discharge from both ears, the men being deaf as well? What can we do with such a patient in a Command Depot? That is one example. What, too, is the use of sending to us cases of serious valvular disease of the heart without compensation, or cases of albuminuria or chronic bronchitis? From those examples you will see what are suitable and what are unsuitable cases for our treatment. The work done in a Command Depot bears a relation to what I have told you, plus a most elaborate, carefully designed and carefully worked out system of physical training under medical supervision, combined with the military side of it, such as route marching, extending from what is called very light route marching, that is to say less than a couple of miles at the men's own pace, up to 12 to 14 miles with a good load, that is full route marching.
The advantage to be gained at the Command Depot-and this may induce you to send us as many of the right sort of cases as you can-consists in the men leading a healthy outdoor life, and we take care that they have as much of that kind of life as it is possible to let such cases lead during the day. The point I want to bring before you, which is really the whole object of my speaking at all, is to beg those of you who are in charge of hospitals not to put into practice, and to banish from your minds, that now historic phrase "Wait and see," in relation to these cases or a large proportion of them. Please do not wait because you will not see. Instead of doing that please send them to a Command Depot. The one trouble I have in life in dealing with those cases-and this has been particularly alluded to by Dr. Quiserne who spoke of his experience in France-is that many of them have been kept too long immobilized, for then all the mechano-therapeutics and all electro-therapeutical measures fail to succeed.
You have this evening heard of the psychological type of neurasthenics, the shell shock cases, the cases of disordered action of the heart. When we get those cases early enough we succeed in a percentage which would astonish you if I were to give you the figures. But if we get them later, when they have been dragging along under every imaginable kind of treatment in other hospitals, and I may say particularly auxiliary hospitals, we naturally fail with them.
We have at Heaton Park an installation which we call the pool bath. Our large pool bath takes twelve men. It is about 3i to 4 ft. deep, with an immersed seat running round it, and the heat of it is maintained at 92°F. to 93°F. The room in which it is placed is but dimly lighted, and it is absolutely quiet. Cases of shell shock and disordered action of the heart we leave in that bath for about an hour at a time. A trained hospital orderly is in attendance, and he enjoins silence. At the end of the hour's immersion they dry themselves and are put into rest rooms, where they are supposed to remain for an hour. Many of them are subjects of insomnia, and we find that in this rest period after the bath a large proportion of these fall asleep. And we let them sleep on if they will. Our experience of the pool bath-and I should like to see it installed in many other places-is that, in the case of disordered action of the heart, the heart's action becomes steadier day by day. But we find that it takes us longer to get the heart steady enough than we thought it would-that is to say, nearly four weeks on the average. Then we place the man, experimentally at first, according to the degree of progress he has made, either upon remedial exercises, very carefully graded, or upon our full scheme of light physical training. Our experience is that these hearts remain steady if the men do the exercises gradually. During October we have managed to get nearly one-third of our cases up to full physical training, which, as I think you know, is a very heavy physical exercise indeed. And we have succeeded in sending back to the firing-linenot merely for garrison duty abroad or at home-about four cases out of every thirty of disordered action -of the heart where it was clearly functional. If we get these cases of shell shock and disordered action of the heart early-and you have heard some interesting facts about them-I am quite convinced-and Dr. Radcliffe, my Medical Officer in charge of that department is as convinced as I am, for he has done admirable work on the subject and kept careful records-that we can succeed in sending 90 per cent. of them back to duty. But they should be sent early to a Command Depot and not kept in your own hospitals. We may be undue optimists in that matter, but that is the conviction which has arisen in our minds as a result of our experience in the last few months. It is new, but we have kept careful records.
Another method to which I should like to allude is the " Eau courante." One speaker alluded to trench foot. Where our other methods have proved unsuccessful in troublesome cases of trench foot, the method of which he spoke is the one I have used all along, and in the earlier acute cases in France I used to employ nothing but methyl salicylate as a local application. But if further treatment is required we employ the " Eau courante," particularly with compressed air and a turbine, to the exclusion of other methods if they can be avoided. You will find that in trench foot this treatment will yield astonishingly good results, so that the patients will be able to do light route marching and physical exercises within four weeks.
With regard to the sort of cases which should come to us quickly but do not, may I, as a physician, now say something to the surgeons ? If surgeons would only abandon the craze for immobilization for long periods, they would save me using, every day of my life, words not to be found in the dictionary. In every case sent to us by surgeons who believe in mobilization early and not long delayed, we succeed absolutely. But where the men have been kept in a rigid position too long we fail, and so do the surgeons. The cases to which I am particularly referring are derangements of joints, badly-united fractures, injuries to ligaments, tendons and muscles, and those in which nerve suture or tendon transplantation has been carried out. Those are the cases which we would like to get early, and in which our mechanotherapeutic appliances have a chance. We see some patients who have been six, eight, and ten months in bed, the arch of whose foot has gone back, so that they have flat foot or dr'op foot. It takes a long time to get them right. Please send them to us early, and our remedial measures will enable them to march again. Then there are cases of claw-foot and various deformities due to gunshot injuries of the tarsus and metatarsus. Let us have them early, and they can be got right. Another class of case giving great trouble is that in which there is wasting of the quadriceps following injury about the knee-joint. These cases sometimes go back to duty too soon, and the retro-patellar pad, owing to its being pressed up, sets up a recurrent synovitis. Do not send those cases straight to their regiments; send them to a Command Depot to be put through their proper exercises.. Many cases in which nerve suture has been performed are not placed under the best conditions before they come to us. Some musculo-spiral cases, with dropped wrist and damaged external popliteal, and cases with no correcting boot, should be sent to the Command Depot, where, in addition to other remedial measures, we can fit them with proper appliances, the object being to avoid putting undue strain on the damaged ligaments, &c.
There is one matter to which, so far, there has been no allusion to to-night, and it is a relief to me, as a surgeon, to turn round and say where the physician has failed. We have endless trouble with gastric cases in my Command Depot, and those in medical charge of other depots tell me they have the same experience.. These occur often in men who have suffered from malaria abroad; they occur also in the neurasthenic and neurotic cases-shell shock cases; they are accompanied by acidity and much gastric discomfort. I have been conducting some experiments-and I should be greatly obliged if you would do so also-and I accidentally found, in treating chronic malaria, of which I have had a very large experience, that berberin much improves the gastric condition. But I found this alkaloid was much too expensive to give it in sufficient quantity. It occurred to me that the gastric condition, which is the asthenic butyric type, would also benefit from hydrastinin, as it contracts involuntary muscle and has a particularly beneficial action on stomach muscle. So I thought I might try hydrastis, which contains berberin and hydrastinin, and my success, so far, has been striking. To those, therefore, who have been patient enough to listen to me, I make the suggestion that you try that drug in these gastric cases. I refer to the cases in which there is loss-of tone and great relaxation of the stomach wall. If you examine with the X-ray you do not find it, but there is great relaxation after taking food, and great acidity. At our depot we receive quite a museum of decayed teeth, which of course the dentist removes, and I think the condition is partly due to them and to the concurrent gastric atony. I shall be glad if those of you who try this drug will let me know your results at a future date.
Dr. F. P. NUNNELEY (Llandrindod Wells).
The following remarks are based upon experience gained in the Red Cross Auxiliary Hospitals for Officers, Brighton. This institution, which affords accommodation for 134 officers, is situated at the eastern end of Brighton, on the sea front, about 150 ft. above sea level. It is housed in seven buildings close together, and consists of five hospitals, a physical treatment department and a nurses' home, the whole being under one administration.' The equipment includes a good modern operating theatre and a dispensary. The X-ray work2 is done at the Howard Home (Officers' Section, No. 2 Eastern General Hospital), and pathological and bacteriological investigations are made at the Sussex County Hospital, both of which institutions are close by.
The physical treatment department is equipped with whirlpool baths (French and motor pattern) and apparatus for treatment by means of radiant heat, vibratory massage, ionization and other electrical methods. There is a staff of three masseurs and seven masseuses. In addition to the officers resident in the hospitals, a considerable number attend as " out-patients." More than 100 officers are treated daily. The majority of the patients have previously been in other hospitals, and their number includes surgical and medical cases at every stage of illness, from the man who arrives in a wheeled couch to be saved by sea air to the convalescent who needs nothing more than a course of physical treatment to fit him for a return to the fighting line. Open air treatment is the rule; no patient remains in bed unless it is absolutely necessary. If he is helpless he is transferred from his bed to a wheeled couch which is brought to his bedside, wheeled into the lift, and thence to the open air, where he remains the whole day if the weather permits it. --It is perhaps worth mentioning that we have found that the most
